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Junseo Hahm /‘shape_skin_screen’/ Print, 
interactive, installation, moving image, etc

> The work creates sensual shape-skin-screen 
with visual living organism. It observes a 
relationship between an image (soft robot) of a 
living thing, made of the minimum elements, 
and the audience, a living thing who looks at 
that image.

  2-a 'Roughly shaped 1' / Pigment print  /  
 80x80cm (both sides)
  2-b 'Roughly shaped 2' / Pigment print /  
 60x88.5cm (both sides)
  2-c 'Does it hurt?' / Arduino, silicon /   
 11x17x7cm
  2-d 'Mushroom human' / Digital C print /  
 45x80cm 
  2-e 'Gorillas' / 3D print, crystal clear 
 modeling / 9x17x11cmx2pieces
  2-f 'Thorn flow' / FHD, 16sec, loop
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Hyun-seok Kim /‘Full size Render series / 
Image sequence, Installation 

  3-a LENNA Full Ver.  3-b LENNA   
  3-c PLUTO   3-d APOLLO  
  3-e DOLAN  3-f CLOUDS  
  3-g CITY    3-h MONKEY 

> This work is based on a research on how the 
images, of which copyrights are expired, 
abandoned, and donated in public domains 
(creative materials not protected by intellectual 
property laws), are used and appreciated, and 
how they are variable and illusional. The 
original images are downloaded from public 
domain sites, and the copied and 
mass-produced images are found through 
google image search. A certain image has 
none of cases being used, 
but‘LENNA’(standard reference for image 
processing) is found massively.
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Youjin Jeon /‘Winch doesn't need color (but 
color wants winch.)’/ Installation

> The superficial image that an object has is 
created based on how it is used, by whom, 
and the purpose. As we are unfamiliar with its 
name, a winch (a mechanical device to pull 
heavy objects), usually used in androcentric 
labor spots, gives a biased impression 
of‘male’for those who have not used.
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Min-hyung Kang, Donghoon Yi, and Haram 
Choi /‘How to Visit Barim dramatically’/ 
Interactive web, generative music

http://www.ustream.tv/channel/22593565
> It is a sound project in which a self-hacked 
surveillance camera on Barim's 1st floor 
consciously locates Barim inside the camera 
and digital world. People, animals, moving 
objects, air, light, or any kind of movements or 
changes are captured and transformed into 
sound. Every person who visits Barim 
generates sound. 

5F

> The used images become bigger, smaller, 
more blur, and more clear as they add more 
things on. As the image is transformed by a 
random person, the superficiality of these 
transformed images is generated by the 
illusion-mechanism. 
> Various resolutions are shown in this work, 
and the same pixel image is shown sometimes 
bigger or smaller depending on the types of a 
monitor. 
> The full size of‘LENNA’is 512x512 pixels. It 
is interesting to feel it rather small. Is there 
really‘ a full size’in this world? (Technical 
support: Donghoon Yi)

> This work is about subversion. It is an 
experimentation on‘subversion of gender’ 
and‘subversion of image.’A bias, such as 
gender, is transformed visually and planned in 
a certain situation, thus it is attempted to be 
removed. 
> The first castration is to apply colors on a 
winch. Secondly, it performs discrepantly that 
it does not perform to carry heavy things. This 
is not to simply change its meaning into 
feminine. It is to see the object differently from 
its bias to find a new possibility.
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